c o n s i s t e n t l y

Fresh T hinking
Buying the Right Refrigerator:

Considerations for investing in your business

maintaining that quality. We also suspect that with

Performance reliability: The right
refrigerator keeps food cold all day,
every day.

the constant demands that customers, employees,

We see it all too often in the news: contamination

vendors and management place on your time, you

scares stemming from the foods we least expect,

likely haven’t had much opportunity to consider just

like produce. These headlines clearly illustrate that

how important your refrigerator—the unsung work-

sometimes it’s the foods we don’t expect to cook

horse of your kitchen—is to your overall operation.

that become most hazardous, under less than ideal

We know that food quality is a key to your business
success, and your refrigerator plays a vital role in

circumstances. In light of this reality, you must have
Consider this: Refrigerators (freezers and hot-food

complete confidence that your new refrigerator will

cabinets) help maintain your food’s freshness, reduce

maintain a safe holding temperature in the real-world

unnecessary food loss, and work hard to keep your

conditions of your kitchen 24/7/365. No surprises;

customers safe. They’re required to consistently keep

no exceptions.

their cool in often hot, humid conditions, and they
must seamlessly support your kitchen’s workflow.
The fact is, if things are going well, you probably
don’t give your refrigerator a second thought.
However, think about what happens when your
refrigerator doesn’t perform as expected. First and
foremost, your customers’ health could be at risk.
There’s also the potential for experiencing a devastating
financial loss on your food investment. And it’s impossible to lose sight of the havoc a downed refrigerator
can cause on your prep lines.
With all of these considerations impacting your success,
it’s essential to invest in the right refrigerator. In
this paper, we’ll provide you with the key points to
consider when you make that important purchasing
decision.
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Virtually all brands can hold the right temperature

of refrigerant regardless of whether the door is open

some of the time. The real trick is holding that tem-

or closed. Because of this design, they are unable

perature regardless of how often the door is opened,

to experience rapid temperature recovery. Without

how hot your kitchen becomes or both. Here are

rapid temperature recovery, they can contribute to

things to consider when evaluating a unit’s perfor-

increased food temperatures. Higher temperature

mance reliability:

ultimately leads to reduced shelf life and increased
food cost.

Refrigerant Metering Devices
Refrigerant is your unit’s lifeblood. The refrigerant

To emphasize the impact of increased food cost due to

metering device maintains the proper flow of refriger-

improper refrigeration, consider what happens to milk

ant throughout the cooling system. The device causes

at varying temperatures. A global leader in refrigera-

your refrigerant pressure to drop, which, in turn,

tion science indicates that milk held below 41 degrees

decreases the temperature. The resulting change in

Fahrenheit will last up to seven days. However, at 45

pressure and temperature allows heat to be absorbed

degrees Fahrenheit, milk remains safe for only three

during the refrigeration cycle.

days. In terms of dollars and cents, $25 of recurring
weekly food loss due to improper refrigeration works

There are two common refrigerant metering devices:

out to $1,300 over the course of a year. Of course, that

thermal expansion valves (TXV) and capillary tubes.

number increases dramatically if even more than that

Using a sensing bulb that drives refrigerant response,

dollar amount of food spoils prematurely each week.

a TXV immediately reacts to increased demand—such
as door openings—by releasing more refrigerant into

Also keep in mind that food quality strongly impacts

the system. This responsiveness (known as “recov-

the customer experience. That means customer

ery”) improves the system’s ability to quickly cool the

satisfaction and, ultimately, repeat business can also

cabinet. Faster cooling promotes food safety and

be adversely affected by poor storage temperatures.

maximizes a food’s shelf life.
Separately, capillary tubes are thin pipes made of
copper. They allow a measured amount of refrigerant into the evaporator coil. They do not respond to
demand. That is, they provide the exact same amount

TXV

Capillary Tube
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Temperature Controls
While you may have 9 degrees separating the unwanted freezing of your food (32 degrees Fahrenheit)
and unsafe holding temperatures (greater than 41
degrees Fahrenheit), food quality and longevity can be

Rear Biased
Air Duct

greatly impacted by each degree of variance between
those two points. The next table illustrates shelf life
relative to product storage temperatures. Note specifically that produce freshness can be retained for the

Microprocessor
Control

longest period of time when the item is refrigerated
at 1 to 2 degrees above its freezing point. As such, an
item that normally freezes at 29 degrees Fahrenheit is
likely to spoil twice as fast when stored at 37 degrees
Fahrenheit.
Approximate Deterioration Rate of Fresh Produce
Temperature in Fahrenheit

Deterioration Rate (“x” times faster)

30

1

(Item freezes 1 degree below this temperature)

32

1.25
(times faster than at 30 degrees Fahrenheit)

37

2

41 or higher

3 or more

air out of the door each time they’re opened. This
design warms the unit’s interior air, causing longer
temperature recovery time, a potential reduction in

*Adapted from the ASHRAE Handbook

food shelf life and increased energy usage. To ensure
To provide more precise temperature maintenance,

proper cold airflow, space is required between your

look for units featuring microprocessors to set and

product and the sides of some refrigerators. In ad-

hold your desired temperature. Microprocessors can’t

dition to placing more stress on the refrigeration

fall out of adjustment, because they are a “set and

system, food obstructing the airflow can unexpectedly

forget” type of control. Conversely, electromechanical

freeze or cause warm spots in the refrigerator. All of

temperature controls (dials, switches and knobs) are

these stressors can eventually result in unnecessary

less precise and can be difficult to read. They require

repairs.

occasional calibration—which in real-world conditions
rarely happens—and eventually need to be complete-

In the real world, your team is probably too busy con-

ly replaced.

centrating on serving tasty meals to consider how well
they’re loading food in the refrigerator. In light of this,

Airflow

look for units with air ducts that protect and promote

Designs pushing cold air in a circular pattern around

proper airflow and temperature maintenance. Refrig-

the sides of the unit do a better job of keeping the cold

erators with air ducts require no clearances, negat-

air in your refrigerator. Conversely, units designed

ing the need for special care in loading. Additionally,

with back-to-front circulation literally push the cold

nearly the entire cabinet is available for food storage.
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Durability: Eggs aren’t the only things
beaten in your kitchen; the right
refrigerator is tough enough to take it.

The more foam used in the cabinet, the greater its

Bumps, crashes, and spills—it’s hard work making

The importance of foamed-in-place construction can

delicious food. And sometimes peak-period chaos

be most dramatically illustrated at the mullion in a

makes your kitchen seem like a war zone. Since

two-section unit. This part absorbs the force each time

you have customers and product to care for, your

the door is shut. If you are able to wiggle this piece

refrigerator’s ability to withstand some real-world

with your bare hands, you can imagine how this part

punishment should be the last thing on your mind.

will react to longer-term stress.

durability and temperature-maintenance capabilities.

Here are some items to consider when evaluating a
refrigerator’s durability:

Overall, watch for solid, single-piece construction for
all appropriate parts. Ensure there are no gaps in the
construction and that there is no exposed insulation.
Doors
Doors get a lot of action and bear the brunt of abuse.
There are many components to consider when looking for sturdy, long-lasting doors.
•	
Raised metal door pans are easy to clean and maximize the life of your gaskets by protecting the gasket when the refrigerator is loaded and unloaded.
•	Watch for sloped, horizontal metal door handles,
which can gently redirect cart and people traffic

Cabinet Construction

when struck. Unprotected handles protruding from

A well-made refrigerator can last many years (even

a unit can catch passersby and be damaged by

decades!), so it’s important to select durable cabi-

normal workflow. Recessed handles can minimize

net interiors and exteriors capable of meeting your

these problems, but they can also reduce total insu-

business’ evolving needs. Plastic panels, door pans,

lation coverage and harbor bacteria. Finally, avoid

breaker caps, mullions and handles are prone to

plastic handles, since they can snap when struck.

cracking. Stainless steel won’t fracture, and it doesn’t
•	For loading and unloading convenience, your door

readily corrode.

hinges should allow the door to open easily and

Ultimately, using stainless steel
throughout your unit can help increase
its longevity and ruggedness.

remain open, when desired. Similarly, watch for
hassle-free, auto-close doors, which can save on
electricity costs and potential food waste. The most
efficient doors close without the assistance of

It’s also important to request 100 percent foamed-

mechanical or spring-loaded hinges, which are

in-place construction. The use of blown-in foam be-

prone to eventual breakage.

tween the interior and exterior cabinet not only adds
to the ruggedness of the unit, but it also increases
the amount of insulation protecting your product.
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•	Opt for metal breaker strips because, like mullions,

•	Adjusting your shelves should be an easy process

they also take a constant beating. Plastic breaker

involving components that save you from unnec-

strips are notorious for premature breakage.

essary stress and spills. Consider units that offer
shelf pins instead of clips. Pins add stability to your

•	The exposed parts of your refrigerator are particu-

shelving, plus they are easy to clean. Conversely,

larly subjected to wear and tear, both expected and

clips are prone to falling out, resulting in food

accidental. Exposed light switches, those lighting

waste.

the cabinet when the switch makes contact with the
opening door, can quickly wear out. Light switches

•	Just like kitchen workspaces, refrigerators come in

concealed in the hinge are more protected from

a wide variety of shapes and sizes; look for a manu-

external hazards, so they typically outlive exposed

facturer offering a wide variety of footprints.

switches.

Easy maintenance: The right refrigerator
respects your time and money.

•	Options can be added to your door to help make
your job easier. Accordion-shaped magnetic gas-

At its best, cleaning up after another big day is less

kets made of PVC can become brittle and break due

than glamorous. At its worst, it’s tiring and time-

to everyday use and cleaning. Ask for durable

consuming. That means virtually any innovation that

Santoprene gaskets, which can be cleaned with a

makes the whole process quicker and easier is also

variety of solutions and towels. In addition, foot

more likely to get the job done correctly. And getting

pedals enabling hands-free access into your unit

it done correctly often has a direct impact on your

can help minimize spills and burns.

bottom line.

Adaptability: The right refrigerator meets
your changing needs.

Take condenser coil cleaning, for example. Though

Your business is growing. You like to experiment. Your

coil is the single most important way to extend your

favorite vendor just found a great deal on that expen-

compressor’s life and keep your refrigerator running

sive ingredient you’ve been asking for.

as expected. Reducing compressor stress with

it’s often overlooked, routinely cleaning the condenser

monthly coil checks (and/or cleanings, when necesYou can’t always plan for the unexpected, but at least

sary) can save you a service bill of at least $1,000. This

you can make room for it. Because of this possibility,

maintenance also helps optimize your unit’s ability to

making every inch of your refrigerator’s interior space

maintain temperature while saving electricity costs.

usable is essential. To help maximize your refrigerator’s storage capacity, consider these items:

To make cleaning as easy as possible, look for units
with coils that are easily accessible. Top-mounted

•	Bottom-mounted systems use vital interior cabinet

systems can save both the difficult bending and crawl-

space to house the evaporator. Look for top-mount-

ing associated with bottom-mounted units, plus they

ed systems, which devote a maximum amount of

don’t ingest coil-clogging floor dirt, precipitating later

space to your investments.

repairs. (Beware, however, of brands allowing front
access complicated by obstructions or wiring.

•	To increase your total horizontal space, ask for units

This design can also lead to damages requiring a

with no shelf gaps or breaks between the unit’s

service call.)

adjacent shelves. Also, avoid junior or half shelves,
which risk food waste due to spillage.
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Efficiency: The right refrigerator respects
the environment.

Customer care: The right refrigerator
includes a trusted service partner.

You look for eco-friendly products to run your home

Your refrigerator is an important investment, so it’s

because they protect the environment while ideally

vital to select a manufacturer to support you long after

also saving you money. It’s important to select

your unit has been installed. You deserve a partner

your business refrigerator the same way.

you can trust—one who stands behind the equipment rather than hiding behind an inferior warranty.

Look for models that are ENERGY

Ask lots of warranty questions while you’re evaluat-

STAR listed. ENERGY STAR is a joint

ing manufacturers and make sure you receive clear

program between the U.S. Envi-

and documentable responses. We’ve included some

ronmental Protection Agency (EPA)

examples for your discussion:

®

and the U.S. Department of Energy.

“Does the manufacturer offer
a three-year warranty?”

It helps businesses and consumers save money
and protect the environment through recognition
of energy-efficient products and practices. Products

“Is my compressor guaranteed
for five years?”

awarded ENERGY STAR labeling meet or exceed
stringent screening criteria. To learn more about the
ENERGY STAR program, visit energystar.gov.

“Does my warranty begin the day my unit
is installed or at some earlier date?”

Here are some other details to be aware of as you
evaluate a unit’s energy efficiency:

In addition, learn about your manufacturer’s involvement in the refrigeration industry and its various

•	Hot gas automatic condensate removal systems

customer segments:

shorten a unit’s defrost cycle and use significantly
less energy than electric systems to evaporate the

“In what ways is the manufacturer engaged
with the Environmental Protection Agency?”

ever-present moisture the unit produces.
•	Models with evaporator fans that slow down or
turn off each time the door is opened prevent

“How does the manufacturer support
the Department of Energy?”

excessive cold air from leaving the unit.
•	Also, the EPA continually improves its standards.
That means it is feasible that a five-year-old ENERGY

“What types of support does the
manufacturer give to professional and/or
industry organizations?”

STAR qualified unit may not be as efficient as a
new unit.

Longevity: The right refrigerator lives long
while you prosper.

Ultimately, Traulsen is the right refrigerator.

Your refrigerator should last a good long time—po-

Since 1938, Traulsen has proudly created an array of

tentially decades. That’s why virtually everything

refrigeration solutions. While currently manufacturing

we’ve previously discussed plays an important role in

premium commercial refrigerator products and

the longevity and overall value of your unit. Units de-

accessories, Traulsen has historically been trusted

signed thoughtfully and built with sturdy and reliable

with manufacturing everything from insulated food-

parts are likely to minimize repair and replacement
costs over the long haul.
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transport cases in support

Cost of Ownership

of war efforts, to outfitting

Average 15-Year Costs	Traulsen	Competitor A

Las Vegas’ most heavily

Dealer advertised sell priceB

trafficked casinos. Traulsen refrigerators even have
been elected for an important position in the White

$4,069

$3,767

7,516

7,654

Cost of food waste /
compromised qualityD

0

780

Defrost time clockD

0

150

Temperature control
Replacement @ $300D

30

150

Gasket replacementD

225

300

3

140

40

200

$11,883

$13,141

Energy costC

House kitchen!
Additionally, Traulsen products have received the
ENERGY STAR award for so many consecutive years
that ENERGY STAR created the “Sustained Excellence
Award” specifically with companies like Traulsen in
mind. Moreover, FE&S (Foodservice Equipment and
Supplies, a trade media source) has reported Traulsen
products as “Best in Class” for over a decade.

Light switchD
Compressor replacementD

Traulsen proudly provides value for the life
of your refrigerator.

Total Cost of Ownership

No conversation about buying a refrigerator would be

Notes:
A.	Many industry experts believe competitive products are unable to
support a 15-year life span.
• In the event of premature failure, an additional $3,767 must be
added to the competitor’s total 15-year cost to cover replacement
of the unit.
B.	Prices based on a national average of dealers’ advertised sales
costs.
C. Based on EPA standard energy costs.
D. Estimated average cost based on frequency of failure rates.

complete without considering pricing. We recognize
that a Traulsen refrigerator, crafted onsite at our Fort
Worth, Texas, manufacturing plant, may cost a little
more at the time of your purchase. However, we are
confident that our refrigerator can more than pay for
that difference over the course of its lifetime.
We take great pride in the care and long-lasting parts
ensuring the durability of our units. That’s why we
stand behind our work with an industry-leading three-

the amount of potential cost saving even more

year parts and labor warranty—including five-year

pronounced.

coverage on our compressor parts.
As you can see, owning a Traulsen refrigerator can
The following chart illustrates the total cost of owner-

actually save you money over the lifetime of the unit.

ship for a Traulsen refrigerator compared to a similar

In addition to a saving of nearly $1,300, Traulsen offers

model offered by a top competitor. Traulsen intention-

these benefits:

ally designs products to protect or eliminate use of
components susceptible to higher failure rates. Avail-

• Lifetime hinge and handle warranties

able data indicates that for competitive components

• Installed interiors

that experience 15-year failure rates of 30 percent or

•	Complimentary shipping with lift gates for one- and

more, Traulsen-equivalent components fail less often

two-section units

than 5 percent of the time.

Most important,
Traulsen offers an industry-leading three-year
parts and labor warranty.

Additionally, comparing Traulsen’s three-year warranty
plan to other brands’ one-year warranty plan makes
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While Traulsen refrigerators

• Top-mounted, easy-access refrigeration systems

often last at least 15 years,

•	Stainless steel cabinets featuring 100 percent

we’re especially proud when

foamed-in-place construction

owners report having their Traulsen units for 30 years

•	Cyclonically directed airflow around the sides of

or even longer.

the unit, with air ducts ensuring and protecting
airflow

Summary: Make informed refrigeration decisions.

• Thermal expansion valves

There are many things to consider when investing

•	Doors with raised metal door pans protecting more

in the right refrigerator to protect your business. You

supple, easy-to-clean gaskets

require a partner who understands the importance

• Microprocessor temperature controls

of keeping your food safe while delivering the best

•	Hinge-concealed light switches, metal breaker

possible product to your customers. This partner

strips and horizontal metal handles

must deliver value on each of your key requirements:

• ENERGY STAR listings (most units)

performance reliability, durability, adaptability, easy

•	An industry-leading, three-year parts and labor

maintenance, efficiency, longevity and customer care.

warranty

Ultimately, you require a partner you can trust.

With Traulsen as your trusted refrigeration partner

In detail, you can trust Traulsen with your investment

caring for the safety and longevity of your products,

because Traulsen refrigerators are standardly

you can focus on caring for your customers’ needs

equipped with:

and growing your business.

To learn more about how Traulsen meets your rigorous refrigeration requirements, contact your account representative,
local dealer or visit us online at traulsen.com. Traulsen is a national leader in rugged, world-class commercial holding equipment
supporting food preservation and safety. It is a proud member of the ITW Food Equipment Group, which includes industryleading products from Hobart warewashing and waste handling; food preparation; Baxter bakery; cooking; weighing, wrapping
and labeling systems. Traulsen equipment is supported by a national network of factory-trained service representatives in
hundreds of locations across the United States.

4401 Blue Mound Road
Fort Worth, TX 76106
888 4HOBART
888 446-2278
Consultant Services 937 332-2901
traulsen.com
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